
To learn more, visit us at happymoney.com/financial-partners

RESULTS

• Happy Money’s platform provides a turnkey solution for nationwide lending for its rapidly expanding list of partners, which include some of the fastest-

growing and most innovative credit unions in the nation. They represent over $100 billion in assets and include three of the top 10 credit unions in the U.S.

• Since its founding, Happy Money and its credit union partners have helped over 170,000 members eliminate more than $3 billion in high-interest credit card 

debt.

• Over the first three years of partnership, one Happy Money partner became 15% more profitable through a 5% balance sheet allocation to Happy Money 

loans.

CREDIT UNION PARTNERSHELPING CREDIT UNONS

• Happy Money’s Payoff Loan™ product is a credit card debt elimination tool that enables 

members to say goodbye to credit card debt and start to save through a lower-interest 

installment loan originated and funded by our consortium of mission-aligned financial 

partners.

• The company’s world-class credit scoring and risk assessment - the Happy Money 

Score™ - offers an innovative approach to measuring creditworthiness that uses 

proprietary data and machine learning to create a more complete financial picture for 

every individual. As a result, the Happy Money platform is better able to predict an 

individual’s risk, ability, and willingness to pay. This, in turn, drives results and 

profitability for Credit Union partners, bringing innovation directly to them. 

• Through the platform, Happy Money’s financial partners receive new, diverse members 

and a strong performing, short duration asset.

Happy Money



Helping Borrowers 

Become Savers

Happy Money’s Payoff Loan™ product is a credit 

card debt elimination loan that enables members to 

say goodbye to credit card debt and start to save 

through a lower-interest installment loan originated 

and funded by our consortium of mission-aligned 

financial partners.

Using proprietary behavioral science, credit analytics, 

and machine learning tools, Happy Money identifies 

borrowers with the intent to eliminate high-interest 

credit card debt and start on a path towards financial 

wellness. Happy Money’s financial partners receive 

new, diverse members and, more importantly,   

a strong performing, short duration asset.
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We provide financial tools & services for 

human happiness in partnership with 

mission-aligned financial partners. 

WHAT WE DO

A Personal Loan*

Personal loans: Between $5,000 - $40,000  (average  $18,000)


Term: 24 - 60 months (average 40 months)


Member APR: 5.99% - 24.99% (average 12.7% APR)

to Eliminate Debt*

Right Intent: 96% of members use proceeds to pay off existing debt


Average Annual Income: $86,000


Average Monthly Free Cash Flow: $3,000


Average Age: 39


Average FICO: 708


Average Happy Score: 795

And Deliver Superior Performance & Diversification*

Net Partner Yield: 9.3% 


Net Partner Return: 5.7%


Average Loan Duration: 17 Months


Nationwide Originations

Happy Money Snapshot

-> Founded in 2009

-> 350 employees

-> Fully distributed      

    workforce 

-> 140k+ members

-> $2.7B+ in Payoff Loan™     

    originations (since inception)

-> Partnerships with  

    financial institutions  

    carrying over $50B  

    in assets

-> Over $100M annualized  

    revenue run rate

-> $140M in equity  

    capital raised

 *Loan parameters & totals as of 3.31.21. Averages based on loans originated through the Happy Money platform in Q12021. Net partner yield is prior to premium     

   and servicing fees paid to Happy Money, and net partner return is net of those fees; both are for expected 5.2021 originations assuming base-case risk.



How we work with partners

At Happy Money, we believe that a partnership should be more than a 

series of transactions. We build long-term relationships with 

mission-aligned financial institutions in which our partners provide the 

“Fin” and Happy Money provides the “Tech.” Our partnership vision:

High yield, short duration loan growth focused on strong resiliency while 

driving meaningfully higher profitability than their proportionate share on your 

balance sheet.^


Turn-key diversification to your portfolio through access to unsecured 

consumer loans with a national footprint.


A strategic relationship that leverages both organizations’ strengths and 

accelerates your digital transformation journey through tight collaboration 

and exclusive access to our innovation and digital capabilities. 


A digital brand that provides you with access to member growth in 

demographics that aren’t attracted to traditional financial institutions without 

the hundreds of millions of dollars in investment (i.e. Marcus, SoFi, etc.).


Efficient use of your capital and resources through a light tech integration 

and limited ongoing technology and resource impacts.**


A next generation of credit scoring tools, developed by Happy Money’s team 

of scientists and credit specialists. We use proprietary data and machine 

learning to better predict ability and willingness to pay, helping to underwrite a 

superior asset.
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WHAT YOU GET

“One of the things that we like about the Happy Money 

platform is that it brings into our ecosystem younger 

American consumers. It provides us with a high quality 

asset through the Payoff loan, as well as the opportunity 

to develop a deeper relationship with a member who 

tends to share our values.”

- Greg Mitchell, President & CEO


   First Tech Federal Credit Union
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^ A Happy Money partner reported an actual profitability increase of 15% after a 5% balance sheet allocation to loans through the Happy Money platform.


** A Happy Money partner reported monthly originations of $40M with resourcing of only 1.5 FTEs.


Improved 

profitability


+


Diverse, 

high-quality 

members



Delivered to 

you, turnkey


Join the movement today -> partners@happymoney.com
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